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Trusted for the largest and 
most complex matters

How much easier would life be if all the data in your organization—backup tapes, legacy 
storage repositories, everything—was available for review in a short amount of time with one 
phone call? While the magic ‘upload’ button has yet to be invented, the closest thing is to have 
an expert ‘Go Team’ in place, ready to assist with migrating, processing, staging, and filtering 
your data on a per-matter basis, or even as a fully outsourced arrangement.  

Managing an eDiscovery matter is not just about having the right software. Rather, a majority of 
the effort is dedicated to manual processes such as data extraction, processing, staging, review, 
and production. These phases of the Electronic Data Reference Model (EDRM) also consume the 
bulk of eDiscovery budgets, but they also provide the best opportunities for efficiency gains. It 
is also at these stages of the process that legal departments need the most assistance when 
responding to time-sensitive requests. 

HP Autonomy’s Electronic Data Discovery (EDD) Services Team of experts can be an extension 
of your litigation team by providing services, consultation, and best practices to streamline your 
eDiscovery operational processes for time and cost savings. 

HP Autonomy provides a full suite of eDiscovery functions, from identification to collection, 
review, and production, as a hosted cloud service. Our modular, end-to-end solution allows 
you to start at any point in the eDiscovery process and build a solution to meet your needs. 
Organizations also have the ability to float between private, secure, hosted cloud, on-premise 
software, and hybrid deployment structures, without disrupting end users or processes.

As a complement to our market-leading eDiscovery and Information Governance software 
offering, HP Autonomy’s EDD Services give you access to proven expertise to assist in any legal 
team’s matters. From data migration and ingestion, to constructing effective review workflow 
and delivering exported results in your preferred format, our team helps you respond to 
requests for electronic information quickly and accurately. You can use HP Autonomy’s EDD 
Services as an extension of in-house eDiscovery readiness for urgent projects, and/or as expert 
assistance when additional resources are required on an as-needed basis.

Our depth of experience, combined with our industry-leading technology, enables us to handle 
the largest, most complex discovery requests for some of the biggest enterprises in the world. 
Whether your organization is responding to urgent litigation, a regulatory request, or a liability 
concern, our expert team is there 24x7 to ensure that you meet your deadlines.
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Processing = 15-20% 
of cost $350/ GB processed

Review = 70-80% of cost 
$13,636/GB reviewed

Collection = 8-10% of cost 
$940/GB collected

“[HP] Autonomy offers a  
full range of products 
covering every aspect of the 
EDRM, including enterprise 
information archiving... This 
positions them well to meet 
current client demands and 
enables a strategic vision for 
information governance, 
which is where many  
leading-edge customers 
would like to move.”
– Gartner 2013 Magic Quadrant for eDiscovery 

Software
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How could your organization benefit from HP Autonomy’s EDD Services?

•  Hosted eDiscovery tools on a per-matter basis

•  Extract and secure transfer of legacy data for processing and staging into a hosted eDiscovery 
review and production tool

•  Data collection, forensics services, and expert testimony

•  Loading and filtering ESI from a variety of sources

 –  Backups

 –  Archives

 –  Third party production files

•  Early Data Assessment and intuitive culling of content for potentially responsive information

•  Performing de-duplication and near de-duplicate processing and metadata extraction and 
-indexing to prepare and produce data in any industry standard, litigation-ready format

Electronic Data Discovery Services team 
The eDiscovery Services team is comprised of dedicated experts with extensive project 
management and consultative experience in eDiscovery, with many team members holding Juris 
Doctors (J.D.) degrees. Each assigned team consists of a Client Director, a Project Manager, and a 
Case Administrator and is supported by the Global Services Team and 24x7 Technical Client Support, 
to ensure that customer requests are addressed in the most efficient manner possible. 

The EDD Services team proactively partners with customers throughout the life of the hosted 
eDiscovery project, providing workflow and product consultation, training and regular project 
reports, statuses, and updates on data processing, inventory tracking, and reviewer progress.  

Data Migration services
You can know what information you have and restore only what is needed with tape cataloging, 
media restoration, and data migration. HP Autonomy has a proven track record for rapid turnaround, 
responsiveness, and complete adherence to chain of custody and data security requirements, 
processing over 150,000 tapes a year from a wide variety of current and legacy systems.

Data, media, and tape cataloging
•  Provides a snapshot of data available prior to any media restoration

•  Scan and inventory storage media to create a catalog of its content

•  Decide which tapes contain potentially relevant data 

•  Pick and choose files to be restored 

•  Determine relevance by time frame, data type, concepts contained in the document or file, or 
the existence of a custodian 

Data Restoration and Migration services 
HP Autonomy offers a full range of data restoration and migration services, streamlining the 
process of identifying, restoring, and migrating information in response to audit, regulatory, 
or eDiscovery requests. These capabilities may also help you in implementing a proactive risk 
management strategy. 

HP eDiscovery Services Team highlights

• 200+ dedicated professionals with, on average, 
a decade of litigation experience

• 14+ years’ experience focusing on hosted 
eDiscovery matters 

• State of the art infrastructure 

• Industry-leading software

• Large, complex matter experience

• Project Management methodology 

Industry specializations

• Pharma

• Oil & Gas

• Financial Services

• Consumer Electronics IP
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eDiscovery data services

Data Collection (Targeted)
HP Autonomy provides complete data collection and forensic analysis services in the U.S., with 
an additional global offering through our trusted vendor partnerships. A data collection project 
is typically tailored to a specific case, with a focus on obtaining the highest quality of data at 
minimum cost. HP Autonomy can offer the following types of common data collection services, 
performed by experienced technical staff: 

•  Forensic preservation: Custodian hard drive removal and exact copy, including deleted files 
and leftover data in unused storage space.  

•  File level preservation – custodian select: Select the specific and potentially responsive 
data live with the custodian.

•  Live backup restoration: Leverage a corporate backup solution for litigation-related data 
collection projects and/or document preservation. Only selected custodian data is transferred 
for processing and hosting. 

•  Corporate storage collection: Working with corporate IT/legal data sets that may contain 
potentially responsive data are forensically copied to replicate the data to a “preservation” 
storage location or to a removable drive. 

Data processing 
The HP Autonomy-owned infrastructure can process electronically stored information 
(structured and/or unstructured) into a format suitable for use in HP eDiscovery analysis, 
review, and software in excess of 20 terabytes a month with the flexibility to scale, as 
necessary, to meet the needs of any project. 

•  Full text and metadata extraction

•  Extracted content is made available for search and analysis 

•  HP’s KeyView technology identifies, processes, and supports over 1000 file formats by 
analyzing file header and content

•  Speech-to-text indexing of audio content
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Data culling and Early Case Assessment (ECA)
Content extracted during our Data Processing service can be leveraged in ECA through the 
use of powerful search, reporting, and analytical tools, to gain quick insight into that targeted 
corpus of data. The following features can be incorporated into a customized workflow to 
ensure ECA analysts are able to quickly and confidently cull out definitively non-responsive 
material, focusing on what is most relevant to the project:

•  Domain sender/recipient report

•  Information cluster map

•  Custodian link analysis map

•  Message lifecycle tracer

•  Near-duplicate identification 

HP Autonomy’s EDD Services Team provides product training and workflow consultation to 
assist customers in achieving their Early Case Assessment goals.

Document Review
HP Autonomy’s EDD Services Team provides consulting services focused on achieving an 
optimal document review strategy with best practices and guidance in utilizing HP Autonomy 
technology to meet the needs of any project. Our team has extensive experience customizing 
review solutions and workflows for any type and size of matter, such as single party, MDL, JDG, 
and second request.

Utilizing HP Autonomy’s HP eDiscovery software, the HP EDD Team will demonstrate the 
numerous features to help automate the management of document review, as well as tools to 
aid in the quality control of document review work product. Through the use of HP eDiscovery’s 
Review/Production Transitions and Workpools functionality, you can:

•  Define document sets for review 

•  Establish validation and promotion criteria 

•  Allow reviewers to self-service assignments

•  Automate movement of documents through each tier of review 

Data export and production 
Our HP eDiscovery analysis, review, and production software provides full export and 
production capabilities, including native and image productions, image endorsements such as 
redactions and bates numbering, and standard and customized load file formats. HP Autonomy 
EDD Services provides production requirements review, best practices guidance on export and 
production preparation and quality control, and management of delivery deadlines. 

International data centers of excellence

HP Autonomy’s cloud-based technology and services are used by top law firms and legal 
service providers globally as a trusted choice for addressing complex litigation challenges. The 
HP Autonomy data and eDiscovery processing centers are Safe Harbor-certified, span both the 
United States and Europe, and are audited to many global standards.

Support
HP eDiscovery Client Directors are responsible for the overall ownership of the engagement and 
client satisfaction. Their experience and dedication will guide you from data processing through 
production in a consistent and reliable manner. 

Services and operations professionals have been highly trained to provide knowledgeable 
24x7 support to their clients, many of whom have hundreds of cases and legal matters running 
at any given time. This level of expertise and commitment to client service results in rapid 
response time that our clients have come to count on daily.

HP Autonomy EDD Services Team  
provides consultation on:

• Best practices

• Establishing quality control measures

• Detailed reporting options for data status and 
reviewer progress

Trusted for the largest,  
most-complex matters

Currently hosting almost 1 petabyte of data for 
matters across the world and over 80 petabytes in 
total for all customer across the US, EMA, and APJ

Largest litigation of the century

• More ESI and more lawyers than any preceding 
case

Enron Banking joint defense group

• Over 145 million pages of email and documents

• Over 1,100 attorneys on the review team

Large sub-prime mortgage litigation

• Over 20 individual matters and over 20 TB of 
data

• Reviewers from over a dozen law firms

Fuel Additive joint defense group

• More than 100 GB of native file data

• 21 outside counsel representing 17 clients

Intellectual Property dispute multi-party 
litigation

• Over 2 million pages of produced documents

• 50+ hours of recorded voicemails

Consumer products price fixing multi-party 
plaintiff litigation
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Sign up for updates 
hp.com/go/getupdated Share with colleagues

Training
We offer a variety of training courses which are modularized to provide training experience 
tailored to your specific project needs. Different groups of users require different application 
skills and our training sessions focus on the right information at the right time. 

Reviewer training: Quickly get reviewers up and running and on the system 

Advanced Early Case Assessment: Investigation and/or pre-review culling and classification

Administrative training: A ‘Train the trainer’ approach provides clients with deep technology 
resources to self-manage many administrative tasks such as user creation, permissions, and 
workflow administration.

A true extension of your legal team

In today’s challenging litigation environment, legal departments need a trusted and proven 
partner to provide assistance on pressing matters as an extension of their in-house teams. 
HP Autonomy’s advanced end-to-end eDiscovery solutions and world-class Electronic Data 
Discovery services are equipped to help you handle any litigation and investigation challenge. 
HP eDiscovery delivers a true enterprise solution that gives you the ability to drive all 
eDiscovery processes with a single vendor to realize unsurpassed time and cost savings, while 
benefitting from the expertise of the most seasoned eDiscovery services experts.

With hosting services available on a per-matter basis, for your next case or investigation, 
consider finding out why HP’s Electronic Data Discovery is trusted with the world’s largest and 
most complex matters. Contact the HP eDiscovery team at autonomyinfo@hp.com to request a 
detailed proposal on how HP Autonomy can help you reduce both the time and effort involved in 
managing your legal matters and investigations.

About HP Autonomy

HP Autonomy is a global leader in software that processes unstructured human information, 
including social media, email, video, audio, text and web pages. Using HP Autonomy’s 
information management and analytics technologies, organizations can extract meaning in 
real time from data in virtually any format or language, including structured data. A range of 
purpose-built market offerings helps organizations drive greater value through information 
analytics, unified information access, archiving, eDiscovery, enterprise content management, 
data protection and marketing optimization.

Additional information is available at autonomy.com.
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Ultra-secure and compliant data centers

• SAS/70, SSAE16, and ISO27001 certifications

• Adherence to Safe Harbor Privacy Principles of 
notice, choice, onward transfer, security, data 
integrity, access, and enforcement

• Geographic locations across the globe

• Audited to Statement of Accounting Standard 
number 70 (SAS 70 Type II)

• Certified to DoD5015.02, SAS 70 Type II, and PCI 
DSS, UK TNA2002, and Australia’s VERS
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